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Taming master game wiki

11 My rating :star: :star: :star: :star: What I like rpg element and characters selected class. I don't like the plot line lacking some power, but the content is still good. Author Park Taesuk Status 58 chapters (3/1/17) Language Korean Overview: The largest range of virtual reality games in the world, 'Kailran'. A well-known player in the virtual reality gaming community, Ian.He deleted
his lv 93 character to get a hidden class ... But the class he chose was the narrowest class in Kailran, the summons? Besides, a call from his professor leads to a mental breakdown! To avoid academic probation, he must be put on the same level as his deleted character within two months! You can find the novel here.*cough*I don't like this novel just because mc username is my
real name *cough* Like 11 Do Light Novel Nation? Join the community. Get Amino's largest range of virtual reality games, 'Kailan'. A well-known player in the virtual reality gaming community, Ian.He reset his lv 93 character to get a hidden class ... But the class he chose was the narrowest class in Kailan, the summons? Besides, a call from his professor leads to a mental
breakdown! To avoid academic probation, he must level up to the same level as his reset character in two months! Edit shared community content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Free cheats tools, code list (andoind/ios), gift card, New York City USA engine. Taming master cheat list, hack tools: smRngA - hatch ticket ZUXzan - stones cnjiWX - skill points
T208yc - evolution RV6OYq - reincarnation qIttiS - drive miles GJyzIF - pet eggs 3FLtgt - Intermediate Summoner Bundle cq1Dh7 - gold 6zJ4Ci - crystal yLyEiw - great gift code pack 2020 Hmm, you are the new face ... Ah, you must be an aspiring subpoena who is visiting Trumvon for the first time. Ho him, you came to the right place. This is a very summoned guild that
produced Lan, the legendary summoner. I'm sure you can become a great summoner like Lan if you work hard. But no matter how talented you may be, summoner is nothing without a pet. Come back when you catch the red wolf and promote you to subpoena. Oh, that's right. Maybe you should stop cooking before you go. And before going into battle, be sure to equip your items
by going to the menu in the upper left corner. Hacked version, cheats codes - contact us: United States (USA) New York City, 228 Park Ave S, NYC 10003-1502 Quests: Complete quests to get rewards. Learn skills - learn passive skills for your summoner to become stronger. Donate - Items to earn post points. Guild store - buy items with contribution points. Cooking lab - you
must be an pushy summoner who has just arrived at the guild. The master gave you a little meat? Okay, that should be enough for a meat rice cake. I'll teach you how to cook. Tap on the food you want to cook - it shows the effect of the ingredients. Required ingredients - is a list list (use cheat codes). Tap next to open the folder selection menu. Check the amount of ingredients
you need for cooking. Tap the ingredients you need to select. You can use the + and buttons to set the amount of food you want to cook. Of course, the amount of ingredients you need increases with the amount of food you want to cook. You can click max to cook the maximum amount with the ingredients you have. Take meat rice and go to the entrance to the Somur Mountain.
It should be enough to calm the wolves! And if you're lucky, you may even be able to capture one that's a little more special. You can play challenge stages once you have beaten the boss of the corresponding exploring stage. You can set up your pets before going to battle. Tap the pets you want to include and place them in the location grid on the left. The number of pets you
can include is determined by your leadership and team size. Keep in mind that these stats will increase with your summoner level. Tap the pets you want to include and place them in the location grid on the left. Pets placed here will be automatically summoned in these positions if you allow an automatic battle. Remember that high class pet have more required XP. You can earn
posts points by completing missions and use points to learn summoner skills. The summons guild is essential to become a great summoner. You can use the post points that you have earned for the guild to learn summoner skills and purchase items from the guild. I'll explain it in a simple way, so pay close attention. Quests: This is where you can get different missions from the
guild. After successful completion of the search for its receipt, you can receive special rewards along with contributory points. Code number Cheat Hack name 1 I6u9yK upgrade 2 PNf5vs stat point 3 baSuRs coupon 4 pOVrzK promo code 5 jFr955 gift box 6 3bFMtf gold coins 5 jFr955 gift box 6 3bFMtf gold coins 7 rshsvh month card 8 pn234k premium pack 9 9HKaOI legendary
device 10 73JL1h VIP ticket 11 cXRL8k transfer package Tip, android gameplay secrets: Game steps, Key features: 1. Tap the hero icon for details on increasing statistics from the settlement. Summoners get stat points when they level up. You can allocate points to statistics of your choice. Don't forget to tap the confirm button after you've assigned them! 2. Pet can reach the
maximum level even if they are not developed strategically. hatching stones - you can use to hatch the pet. 3. Only a pet with at least B-grade potential can develop up to a unique class. 4. Skill points are needed to learn guild skills. Guild skill points can be purchased using the Buy Points button. Skill points are used to purchase guild skills for your summoner. Guild skills can turn
the battle in your favor, so be sure to learn. Hack cheats tutorial Taming Master (wiki): rjFVky - delivery box ecX1B5 - treasure chest ZprttQ - multiplayer OTw3p5 - status unrypT - star chips Hack UbCZna - artifacts Cheat IOM60a - avoid uuiSUY - elite elite LExxPZ - exchange cheat code, how and where to enter Author: Solarios Published contact: United States (USA), 228 Park
Ave S, New York, NY 10003-1502, USA Category: GAMES HACK CHEATS Archer [Former] Summoner (Master Tamer)Diviner (Psychic)[1] Devil Summoner - Magic Beast Transmuter[2] HumanHalf-Human, Half-Devil Baron[3]Viscount[4]Marquis[5] CeliaMallaimTenpusCeriusLoreutenKaizarPauleanYankoun Park Jinsung, also known as Ian in Virtual Reality (VR) game Kailan Is
a hardcore player who has a careful gaming process. In addition, his love of being the first to reach the ranks and experience new game mechanics lead him to reset his level of 93 Archer before the main update to become one of the first players to experience summoner class. Outside Kailan, Park Jinsung is a student from the VR department of the University of Korea.
PersonalityEdit In jinsung gaming life, there is no such thing as 'just go with the flow'. regardless of the game, liked to study the game system and found the most effective way of playing. References Edit ↑ Chapter 114 ↑ Chapter 227 ↑ Chapter 89 ↑ Chapter 135 ↑ Chapter 206 Chapter 470+ 470+
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